
 

 

 

 

Welcome to the U.S. Money Machine Newsletter! This is an introductory newsletter that will 

help familiarize you with the US Money Strategies. Your Ultra-Safe Money Strategies Manual 

will outline these strategies in greater detail, so it’s recommended that you read through it 

carefully to get the most out of each newsletter. (If you are not familiar with option investing I 

recommend you read A Practical Guide to Understanding Options Report contained in the 

Appendix of the US Money Manual. This Report was designed to teach you the basics of what 

you need to know to become a successful option investor.) 

 

In the US Money Manual we will explore the trading strategies that have been profitable in real 

time trading over the past several years. In spite of the market volatility we’ve seen, the US 

Money Red, White and Blue Strategies have produced over $2.3 million in actual profits. My 

goal is to provide you with the knowledge and guidance necessary to learn how to profit with 

stocks and options in any type of market condition.  

 

With my 27 years of trading experience, I have learned that it is possible to profit in volatile 

markets by employing spread strategies that allow you to maintain your stock or option 

position during volatile price swings. My actual trade results demonstrate that spread trades 

can be profitable if a stock goes up, down or remains flat.  This is an attractive characteristic of 

spread trades that we will try and take advantage of to profit in volatile market conditions.  

Listed below are the US Money Strategies that have worked well for me over the years: 

 

     ● Red Strategy 

     ● White Strategy 
     ● Blue Strategy  

     ● Dividend Strategy 
     ● Sell Weekly Option Premium to Generate Cash Income 

     ● Super Portfolio Spread Strategy 
     ● Market Neutral Spread Strategy 

 
 

 



 

 

In each weekly newsletter we will be focusing on implementing one or more of these strategies 

through special ‘Profit Opportunities’ that I will list. The overall goals of the US Money 

Strategies are listed below: 

 

 
 

 

I hope to help you achieve these goals and make you a more disciplined trader with each 

newsletter I release. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to help you become the 

successful trader you’ve always wanted to be, and I look forward to hearing your success 

stories! 

 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Chuck Hughes 


